Tapescript:

Narrator: **Part 2**
Mary is talking to her mum.
Listen to the conversation. The conversation will be played two times. When you hear a beep (beep), tick the best answer.
You now have 10 seconds to read the questions. (*10-second music*)
The conversation will begin now.

I

(Open the door)

Mum: Hi, Mary. I’m home.

Mary: Hi, Mum.

Mum: What’s the time now, Mary?

Mary: Let me see... It’s 4:30. Oh! 4:30. Can I watch ‘Time to Cook’?

Mum: Have you finished your homework?

Mary: Yes.

Mum: OK, you can watch TV now.

Mary: Thanks, Mum.

Narrator: Question 1. When is the TV programme? // (beep) (*5-second pause*)

Ken (TV): (*some music*) Children, welcome to ‘Time to Cook’. I’m Ken. Today I’m going to teach you how to make a pancake. So, watch carefully.

Narrator: Question 2: What is Ken teaching Mary to make? // (beep) (*5-second pause*)

Ken (TV): We need a box of flour, some milk, three eggs and some sugar. First, put the flour in a bowl. Then, pour a cup of milk into the bowl. Remember it’s milk, not water. Now, break three eggs into the bowl. OK, and don’t forget the sugar. Put it into the bowl too.

Narrator: Question 3: What is Ken doing? Write the numbers 2, 3 and 4 in the correct boxes. // (beep) (*5-second pause*)

Ken (TV): OK. Mix everything well and put a spoonful of mixture into a frying pan. Cook for 55 seconds. (pause) Good. The pancake is ready. If you like, you can put some butter, jam and fruit on the pancake before eating. I like butter, so let me put it on my pancake. Mm...yummy.
Narrator: Question 4: Ken should cook the food for ________.
Narrator: Question 5: What does Ken put on his food before eating?  
Narrator: Question 6: Mary can watch ‘Time to Cook’ next ________.
Mary: Mum, I’m going to make a pancake for you tomorrow.
Mum: What a nice girl you are!
Narrator: Question 7: What does Mum think of Mary?  
Narrator: Mary is a _____ girl.

Listen to the conversation again and check your answers. The conversation will begin now.

Repeat [ ].

This is the end of Part 2.

This is the end of the listening test.